io8	SYNTAX
be written. Any of these except written^ -about to write, about
to be written^ may be a gerund also ; but while the participle
is an adjective, the gerund is a noun, differing from other
nouns in retaining its power (if the active gerund of a transitive
verb) of directly governing another noun.
Both these are of great importance for our purpose. The
participle itself, even when confusion with the other cannot
occur, is much abused; and the slovenly uses of it that were
good enough in Burke's time are now recognized solecisms.
Again, the identity between the two forms leads to loose and
unaccountable gerund constructions that will probably be
swept away, as so many other laxities have been, with the
advance of grammatical consciousness. We shall have to deal
with both these points at some length.
It is indeed no wonder that the forms in -ing should require
close attention. Exactly how many old English terminations
-ing is heir to is a question debated by historical grammarians,
which we are not competent to answer. But we may point
out that writing may now be (i) participle—I was writing;
I saw him writing; writing piously, he acts profanely—, (a)
gerund or full verbal noun—I object to your writing that—,
(3) hybrid between gerund and participle—I do not mind you
writing it—, (4) detached verbal noun—Writing is an acquired
art—j (5) concrete noun—This writing is illegible. Moreover,
the verbal noun writing has the synonym to write, obligatory
instead of it in some connexions, better in some, worse in
some, and impossible in others; compare, for instance: I do
not like the trouble of writing; I shall not take the trouble
to write; the trouble of writing is too much for him ; it is a
trouble to write; writing is a trouble. The grammatical diffi-
culties, that is, are complicated by considerations of idiom.
In these preliminary remarks, however, it is only with the
distinction or want of distinction between participle and
gerund that we are concerned. The participle is an adjective,
and should be in agreement with a noun or pronoun; the

